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Reference: PDMVBOCABIRM09-L
EAN13: 8057730882880

            

Pendant lamp with textile cable and Bell XL ceramic lampshade - Made in
Italy - Bulb included
Light bulb: With bulb
Finish: Glossy white

Descrizione

The Creative-Cables pendant lamp with Bell XL lampshade is the elegant and highly effectivependel perfect for
lighting a table or bar counter, where you need to concentrate the light beam downwards.
This lamp is composed of a ceramic lampshade of important dimensions made and decorated entirely in Italy ,
combined with one of our colorful textile cables and our most beloved components.

Every finish of this lampshade is designed to allow you to create the right atmosphere in the interior you are
decorating: choose glossy white for a clean and elegant effect or the blackboard version to give an original touch to
your lamp, or choose the most original coatings, such as rust and cement, to create a perfect suspension for an
industrial style environment.

This chandelier is ready to be installed by expert hands and you can buy it already complete with bulb: we have
chosen for you the LED filament bulb Drop 8W Clear LED light bulb, but alternatively you can take a look at our
assortment of LED design bulbs to find the one that best suits your style.
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Each Creative-Cables lamp is designed, and assembled in Italy and is tested and CE certified by independent
laboratories according to the strictest regulations in force: one more reason for choosing Creative-Cables quality.

Scheda tecnica

Hanging lamp composed of:
100 cm di cavo 2x0,75 del colore selezionato
1 metal ceiling rose of the selected finish
1 E27 smooth thermoplastic lamp holder bianco
1 ceramic Bell XL lampshade of the selected finish ø 250 mm H 420 mm

Made in Italy

Light bulb [CBL700118]: LED, A60, E27, 60 mm, 108 mm, 220/240V, 8W, Classe: E. 2700 K, 1050 Lm, non dimmable
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